The Total Economic Impact™
Of Arctic Wolf Security Operations

Through two customer interviews and data aggregation, Forrester concluded that Arctic Wolf Security Operations has the following three-year financial impact.

SUMMARY OF BENEFITS

Three-year risk-adjusted

- Security and IT Ops reduction in effort to manage incidents: $556.7K
- Quicker time-to-value with Security Operations: $966.9K
- Cost of required software and infrastructure to attain same level of security: $1.4M

- $2.3M NPV
- 411% ROI
- < 6 month PAYBACK

ARCTIC WOLF SECURITY OPERATIONS BY THE NUMBERS

- 50% SecOp effort reduced on incident examination, triage, and remediation
- 1 month time to deploy Arctic Wolf
- 83% avoided labor using Arctic Wolf vs maintaining alternate non-MDR solution

VOICE OF THE CUSTOMER

“Without having to increase staffing in any way shape or form, we’re able to increase to a true 24 by 7 operation. The correlation and monitoring activity – we’ve got it all now.”

CSO, Financial services

This document is an abridged version of a case study commissioned by Arctic Wolf titled: The Total Economic Impact Of Arctic Wolf Security Operations, May 2020.